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Everybody gets itchy, and every child will love this title that scrapes the itch to know more and
approximately the history, anatomy, botany, biology behind it.s method of sending you a note
you can’the itch, Anita Sanchez and Gilbert Ford take readers on an intriguing (and sometimes
disgusting) consider why is you scratch. And there are so many things that produce us itch— As
irritating as an itch is usually, additionally it is your body’ Ideal for supporters of Grossology
books looking for something more substantive and dynamic.t miss, like lice have taken up home
in your hair.ve brushed up against poison ivy  you’ non-e of which you’d know without that
telltale itch! You can feel it coming on—that horrible, tortuous ITCH.from fungus to fleas,
mosquitoes to nettles, poison ivy to tarantulas!or  Merging history, anatomy, laugh-out-loud
illustrations, and even ideas to prevent—and soothe— 
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Outstanding - should be in every library! This book was fascinating and entertaining
simultaneously. Not only will be the illustrations amusing, the text is written in order that children
(and adults!) can read the stories behind itches while learning about fungus, and fleas, nettles
and caterpillars, and those pesky bedbugs. Add it to your shelf! The illustrations are fun and
kid-friendly.). I promise you will browse it with a smile, and when you are scratching, the author
will tell you why! You will be itching to possess this on your own shelf Love this duo - Anita
Sanchez requires a lively look at all the things which make us itch.) and weird events (flea
circus, prickly pears dominate Australia! All had been entertained and discovered something
new. The beauty of this publication is that it addresses background (Salem witches, bugs in the
trenches in WWI), science (mosquitoes and skin tightening and), health (Will there be anything
great about itching? Hilarious info everyone needs to know! Ideal choice for our school's
reading list. Our whole family enjoyed reading this book aloud this Summer. This is a great title
for reluctant visitors and budding doctors and naturalists.
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